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Our ceilings, your blank canvas
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A ceiling is unlike any other area in a room. The look you 
create will remain untouched, uncluttered and unaffected by 
any other objects, and as such the ceiling can play a major 
role in your creative vision for the room below. A well-
designed ceiling can enhance the way a room looks, sounds 
and feels, and can have a significant effect on how occupants 

within the room feel and perform.

With this in mind, Gyproc has developed a range of acoustic 
ceilings that combine contemporary, stylish designs with 
outstanding acoustic properties. Our Rigitone and Gyptone 
systems give you virtually unlimited design scope for creating 
visually stunning rooms and buildings. At the same time, they 
provide acoustic properties that let you plan and design the 
optimum acoustics for each room.

Our products have an extensive track record across Ireland, the 
UK and Europe, and have been used in a diverse range of 
applications. In healthcare, leisure, retail, office and residential 
environments, Gyproc ceilings have created a very distinct 
ambience for the building’s occupants.
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Gypsum – The natural choice 

All Gyproc ceiling products benefit from the natural 

properties of gypsum, a naturally occurring and 100% 

recyclable material. Gypsum also has inherent fire 

resistance properties and long-term robustness. 

Finally, it contains no environmentally hazardous or 

toxic substances, making it the truly natural choice 

for a sustainable building material. 
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Rigitone boards
Rigitone allows you to create stunning, seamless, high performance designs with the 
grid completely out of sight. Secured to our CasoLine mf system, Rigitone boards 
come in six distinctive perforation patterns that join together to give an unbroken 
regular or random, flat or curved pattern across the entire ceiling area.

Rigitone is tough enough to withstand impact, yet versatile enough to form different contours and 

orientations. It can be painted in any colour which is a key aspect in interior design decisions. Our 

formaldehyde-absorbing Activ’Air® technology is now included in our Rigitone products as standard. With 

Rigitone acoustic ceilings there are simply no rules, just the flexibility to create exactly the ceiling style you 

want while improving the quality of the air within.

Activ'Air® – Creating the perfect atmosphere  

Since people spend about 90% of their time indoors, the quality of that environment is vital.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency in the US, the volatile organic compound of 

formaldehyde can enter a building through products like engineered wood furniture, computers, carpeting, 

treated fabrics, hair sprays and cleaning materials. This potentially harmful substance can circulate 

throughout indoor living spaces and negatively impact on the air quality.

In fact, indoor air is often up to five times more contaminated than its outdoor counterpart. Poor indoor air 

quality has been linked to headaches, fatigue, concentration problems and more. Our Gyproc ceiling range 

featuring our patented Activ’Air® technology actively cleans the air by permanently removing formaldehyde 

from it and converting it into a safe, inert compound.

Sound control – Creating acoustic comfort

Our ceilings offer excellent acoustic performance, thanks to their pattern of surface perforations, combined 

with a high-absorption acoustic fleece on the reverse side. These two features combine to absorb undesirable 

sound energy (or noise) from within the room. This absorption reduces the level of reverberation, resulting in 

an improved audio clarity and the general comfort of occupants.

Contents
Rigitone 8-15-20 super 6

Rigitone 8/18 8

Rigitone 8/18 q 10

Rigitone 12-20/66 12

Rigitone 12/25 14

Rigitone 12/25 q 16
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Rigitone 8-15-20 super

This is a highly popular choice from the 

Rigitone range, with an irregular pattern 

and multiple perforation size. Use in 

larger ceiling installations for striking 

visual effect.

Dimensions (mm) 1960 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class D

NRC (up to) 0.70

aw (up to) 0.45

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 10.0

Perforated area 10%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request
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Analog Devices International, 
Raheen Business Park, Limerick
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Bord Gáis Energy Theatre,  
Grand Canal Dock, Dublin
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Rigitone 8/18

The classic Rigitone design, with a 

regular, organised arrangement of 

8mm circles, can be used to create 

an effortless visual flow across the 

plane of the ceiling.

Dimensions (mm) 1998 x 1188 x 12.5

Acoustic class C

NRC (up to) 0.85

aw (up to) 0.70

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 10.0

Perforated area 16%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request
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Rigitone 8/18 q

Replacing the smooth circles of 

Rigitone 8/18 with squares creates a 

much more acute, organised and 

regimental feel to the design.

Dimensions (mm) 1998 x 1188 x 12.5

Acoustic class B

NRC (up to) 0.80

aw (up to) 0.80

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 10.0

Perforated area 20%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request
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Google Docks,  
Dublin Docklands
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Rigitone 12-20/66

A diagonal arrangement of 12mm 

and 20mm circles makes Rigitone 

12-20/66 clearly distinguishable from 

the rest of the Rigitone range. It’s a 

popular choice for large expansive 

interiors.

Dimensions (mm) 1980 x 1188 x 12.5

Acoustic class C

NRC (up to) 0.90

aw (up to) 0.70

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 9.5

Perforated area 20%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request
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Rigitone 12/25

A larger format version of the classic 

Rigitone 8/18 pattern, Rigitone 12/25 

can be used to provide a stunning 

visual display in larger, high-level 

ceiling installations.

Dimensions (mm) 2000 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class C

NRC (up to) 0.85

aw (up to) 0.70

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 9.5

Perforated area 18%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request
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Rigitone 12/25 q

Replacing the smooth circles of 

Rigitone 12/25 with squares creates a 

much more acute, organised and 

regimental feel to the design. It is 

ideal for large, high ceilings.

Dimensions (mm) 2000 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class A

NRC (up to) 0.90

aw (up to) 0.90

Dncw dB N/A

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 9.5

Perforated area 23%

Tissue colour Black*

*White tissue available on request

Class A acoustic class achieved with 

a plenum depth of 200mm and 

140mm Isover Comfort 35 insulation.
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Titanic Museum, Belfast
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Gyptone boards
Gyptone has inspired a new generation of ceiling designs, immediately 
recognisable in many high profile buildings across Ireland, the UK  
and Europe.

Our Gyptone ceilings provide the ideal solution for reception areas, vibrant classrooms, 

intimate restaurant spaces and stunning retail interiors. 

As with our Rigitone systems, Gyptone can be painted in any colour, a key aspect in 

interior design decisions. 

Sound Control – Creating Acoustic Comfort

Gyptone offer a wide range of acoustic ceilings for all purposes.

With Gyptone BIG Boards, you combine attractive design with excellent, documented 

acoustic performance, in full compliance with the most stringent requirements for 

reverberation and speech intelligibility.

Gyptone Tiles have perforations which, together with the acoustic backing tissue, provide 

excellent acoustic properties.

Durable Design

All Gyptone ceilings include Activ'Air® technology designed to decompose formaldehyde 

emissions from building materials, paint, furniture, carpets, cleaning agents and more – 

improving indoor air quality.

There are no chemical emissions from the boards or any other Gyptone products. They are 

100% recyclable and have long life spans. In addition, the Gyptone products have been 

awarded EPDs (Environmental Product Declarations), and they are placed in the highest 

fire rating class according to CE-Marking.
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Gyptone quattro 41

In geometric design, the square is 

considered to represent familiarity, 

security and comfort. These same 

properties are offered by Gyptone 

quattro ceilings.

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class C

NRC (up to) 0.75

aw (up to) 0.75

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 16%

Tissue colour White
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Glenstal Abbey, Murroe, Limerick
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Gyptone quattro 46

The best of both, large pattern 

clusters combined with broad 

dividing space. Particularly well 

suited to designs where a decorative 

or coloured finish is desirable.

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class D

NRC (up to) 0.55

aw (up to) 0.50

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 10%

Tissue colour White
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Gyptone quattro 47

A low key design with minimal 

perforation area. Softens the 

aesthetic impact of the ceiling, but 

retains the acoustic properties of 

the Gyptone range.

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class D

NRC (up to) 0.45

aw (up to) 0.40

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 6%

Tissue colour White
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Gyptone Line 6

A design that gives a linear, 

directional feeling to the interior 

space, ideal for providing visual 

direction.

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 12.5

Acoustic class D

NRC (up to) 0.65

aw (up to) 0.55

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 13%

Tissue colour White
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UCD Science Block, 
Belfield, Dublin 4
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Gyptone Curve

A beautiful, innovative, contoured 

system that allows the ceiling to 

take on a form of its own. This can 

be used to create a feeling of 

continuity within the space below.

Gyptone Curve boards can be dry 

bent to a radius of 2.2 metres and 

wet bent to a radius of 1.2 metres.

Gyptone Curve quattro 41

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 6.5

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
B-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 6.5

Perforated area 16%

Gyptone Curve Line 6

Dimensions (mm) 2400 x 1200 x 6.5

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
B-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 6.5

Perforated area 13%
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Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone suspended ceiling tiles and planks can be used either in 
conjunction with Gyptone acoustic ceiling boards or as a stand alone 
system in their own right. You can choose from our eye-catching 
designs, inspired by a theme of basic geometric patterns, to create the 
visual effect that you want.

Easy to install and fully demountable, Gyptone can be used either as part of a new build 

design, or to achieve an instant improvement in aesthetics and acoustics as part of a 

refurbishment, upgrade or change of use project. Our formaldehyde-absorbing Activ'Air® 

technology is now included in Gyptone products as standard, allowing you to create a ceiling 

that not only improves the look and feel of a room, but also the quality of the air within.

Contents
Gyptone quattro tiles 32

Gyptone Base tiles 34

Gyptone Plank 36
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Gyptone quattro tiles

In geometric design, the square is 

considered to represent familiarity, 

security and comfort. These same 

properties are offered by Gyptone 

quattro ceilings.

Gyptone quattro 20

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 10

Edge type A, E15 & E24

Acoustic class B

NRC (up to) 0.75

aw (up to) 0.80

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Light reflectance 70-75%

Weight (kg/m2) 7.0

Perforated area 18%

Gyptone quattro 22

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 10

Edge type A, E15 

Acoustic class D

NRC (up to) 0.50

aw (up to) 0.45

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Light reflectance 70-75%

Weight (kg/m2) 7.0

Perforated area 9%
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Gyptone Base tiles

A smooth, unperforated design that 

can be used in partnership with a 

Gyptone pattern, or as a stand alone 

ceiling system to achieve a 

minimalist look.

Gyptone Base 31

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 10

Edge type A, E15 & E24

Dncw dB up to 37

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Light reflectance 82%

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 0%
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Gyptone Plank

A fully demountable system 

providing complete uninterrupted 

access to the ceiling cavity and the 

ideal solution for corridors. 

Available in Gyptone quattro  

or Gyptone Base.

Gyptone quattro 55

Dimensions (mm) 1800/2400 x 300 x 12.5

Edge type A, E15

Acoustic class C

NRC (up to) 0.75

aw (up to) 0.75

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 8.0

Perforated area 15%

Gyptone Base 33  

Dimensions (mm) 1800/2400 x 300 x 12.5

Edge type A, E15 

Dncw dB up to 39

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass  
A2-s1, d0

Weight (kg/m2) 9.0

Perforated area 0%
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Gyprex tiles & accessories
Behind the perfect ceiling, a wide range of accessories and ancillary 
items are available to provide support, access and long-term integrity 
to the installation. 

Gyprex vinyl faced tiles are ideal for use in areas of high humidity. Gyprex Bio also includes 

a powerful biocide to prevent fungal and bacterial growth and is widely specified in many 

healthcare and hygienic applications. 

All Gyproc acoustic ceilings are held securely in place using CasoLine mf or lay-in-grids, 

and accompanied by a range of bespoke access solutions.

In the majority of buildings, a suspended ceiling needs to provide not only aesthetic form 

and acoustic performance, but also accessibility. Above the ceiling lies an increasingly 

complex network of cables, ducting, mechanical equipment and similar services, all 

requiring access during installation, maintenance and repair.

The CasoLine quick-Lock Grid provides the perfect suspension system for Gyptone tiles 

and planks. It is quick and simple to install, and provides a demountable system that is 

easy to remove, replace and even reposition if required.

We also have a range of access hatches, the perfect solution to high-frequency access areas. 

Designed to match the Gyptone & Rigitone patterns, these access panels can be 

seamlessly built into the ceiling itself, minimising any impact on the aesthetic and acoustic 

performance.

Contents
Gyprex tiles 40

Lay-in-grid 42

Access hatches 44
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Gyprex tiles

Non-perforated tiles with a sleek, 

smooth or textured finish for a 

minimalist look and easy to clean 

surface. Also available with our Bio 

antibacterial finish for hygienic 

areas.

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 8 
1200 x 600 x 8

Edge type A

Dncw dB up to 37

Reaction to fire Class 0, Euroclass 
B-s1, d0

Light reflectance 88%

Mositure resistance Max 90% RH

Weight (kg/m2) 6.2
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Lay-in-grid

Our CasoLine quick-Lock Grid T15 

and T24 lay-in-grid systems allow 

for fast-track installation and 

long-term security of Gyprex and 

Gyptone tile ceilings.

For Gyptone Plank we have our 

CasoLine quick-Lock Grid Corridor 

System.
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Access hatches

A range of customised hatches  

that provide convenient access 

to Gyptone and Rigitone board 

ceilings, without affecting 

aesthetics or acoustics. 

Gyptone Access Hatches

Access hatches are available in 

quattro 41, quattro 46, quattro 47 

and Line 6.

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 12.5

Rigitone Access Hatches

Access hatches are available in 8/18, 

8/18q, 12-20/66, 12/25 and 12/25q. The 

access hatch for 8-15-20 super comes 

without an insert to enable you to 

perfectly match the access hatch by 

cutting the corresponding piece 

from the board.

Dimensions (mm) 600 x 600 x 12.5 
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O5
Pattern detail
The following swatches provide a close-up view of all Rigitone and 
Gyptone patterns, helping you find the perfect design for your interior 
space. Whether you need a pattern that makes a bold, striking 
statement or one that gives a soft minimalist feel, you’ll find it here. 

Note: Swatches are intended for illustrative purposes only. If exact dimensions are 

required, these should be confirmed before use.

Contents
Rigitone 8-15-20 super 48

Rigitone 8/18 49

Rigitone 8/18 q 50

Rigitone 12-20/66 51

Rigitone 12/25 52

Rigitone 12/25 q 53

Gyptone quattro 41 54

Gyptone quattro 46 55

Gyptone quattro 47 56

Gyptone Line 6 57

Gyptone curve 58

Gyptone quattro 20 59

Gyptone quattro 22 60

Gyptone Base 31 61

Gyptone quattro 55 Plank 62

Gyptone Base 33 Plank 63
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight(kg/m2) Perforated area

1960 x 1200 x 12.5 d 0.70 0.45 n/a 10.0 10%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 8-15-20 super
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

1998 x 1188 x 12.5 c 0.85 0.70 n/a 10.0 16%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 8/18
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

1998 x 1188 x 12.5 B 0.80 0.80 n/a 10 20%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 8/18 q
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

1980 x 1188 x 12.5 c 0.90 0.70 n/a 9.5 20%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 12-20/66
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2000 x 1200 x 12.5 c 0.85 0.70 n/a 9.5 18%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 12/25
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2000 x 1200 x 12.5 a 0.90 0.90 n/a 9.5 23%

Rigitone boards
Rigitone 12/25 q
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2400 x 1200 x 12.5 c 0.75 0.75 up to 39 8.0 16%

Gyptone boards
Gyptone quattro 41
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2400 x 1200 x 12.5 d 0.55 0.50 up to 39 8.0 10%

Gyptone boards
Gyptone quattro 46
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2400 x 1200 x 12.5 d 0.45 0.40 up to 39 8.0 6%

Gyptone boards
Gyptone quattro 47
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2400 x 1200 x 12.5 d 0.65 0.55 up to 39 8.0 13%

Gyptone boards
Gyptone Line 6
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Gyptone boards
Gyptone curve

Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

2400 x 1200 x 6.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a 6.5
quattro 41 - 16%

Line 6 - 13%
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

600 x 600 x 10 B 0.75 0.80 up to 39 7.0 18%

Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone quattro 20
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

600 x 600 x 10 d 0.50 0.45 up to 39 7.0 9%

Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone quattro 22
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

600 x 600 x 10 n/a n/a n/a up to 37 8.0 0%

Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone Base 31
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

1800/2400 x 300 x 12.5 c 0.75 0.75 n/a 8.0 15%

Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone quattro 55 Plank
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Dimensions (mm) Acoustic class NRC (up to) aw (up to) Dncw dB Weight (kg/m2) Perforated area

1800/2400 x 300 x 12.5 n/a n/a n/a up to 39 9.0 0%

Gyptone tiles and planks
Gyptone Base 33 Plank
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GYPTONE TILES

GYPTONE PLANKS

Gyptone quattro 20 
pages 32 & 59

Gyptone quattro 22 
pages 32 & 60

Gyptone Base 31 Tile 

pages 34 & 61

Gyptone Base 33 Plank 
pages 36 & 63
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Antrim, Armagh, Derry, Donegal, Down, 
Fermanagh, Tyrone

Mark McCormick
+44 (0)78 55467301 
mark.mccormick@saint-gobain.com

North Dublin, Cavan, Galway, Leitrim,  
Longford, Louth, Mayo, Meath, Monaghan,  
Offaly, Roscommon, Sligo, Westmeath

Fiona Dack
+353 (0)86 6076243 
fiona.dack@saint-gobain.com

South Dublin, Carlow, Kildare, Laois, Wicklow

Barry Hennessy
+353 (0)86 8387827 
barry.hennessy@saint-gobain.com

Clare, Cork, Kerry,  
Kilkenny, Limerick,  
Tipperary,  
Waterford,  
Wexford

Evan O’Keeffe
+353 (0)87 2582493 
evan.okeeffe@saint-gobain.com

Our support team

For further information, product details or queries, 

contact your Regional Specifications Sales Manager 

or visit www.gyproc.ie
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Technical Support

ROI: Free Phone: 1800 744480 

NI: Free Phone: 0845 3990159 

Email: tech.ie@saint-gobain.com

Gyproc 

Unit 4, 

Kilcarbery Business Park, 

Nangor Road, 

Dublin 22 

D22 R2Y7

Telephone: +353 (0) 1 629 8400 

Email: enquiries@gyproc.ie

January 2018 

www.gyproc.ie


